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Abstract: Coupling characteristics of the multifunction grill have been studied theoreti

cally and experimentally by using a multireflection method with the aid of scatter

ing matrices not only at the junction plane hut also at the grill mouth. The global 

reflection coefficients in the primary waveguide and secondary wave-guides can 

be estimated from the vector sum of reflecting components caused by each reflec

tion between two scattering planes. The experimental results of scattering matri

ces and the global coupling agree well with calculated ones. It is shown that the 

multiple reflection in secondary waveguides of the four-junction grill for JIPPT-

1IU tokamak is finished until three or four reflections. The length of the second

ary waveguides is confirmed to be one of parameters determining the grill effi

ciency. 

KEYWORDS: muUijunction grill, RF coupling, lower hybrid wave, scattering matrix, 

multiple reflection 
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§1. Introduction 

In the recent devices for fusion research, high-power microwaves have been increasingly 

used in the heating and current drive of plasma. At present, most antennas for RF heating and 

current drive adopt the phased array system to improve the heating efficiency of the plasma and 

the current driving efficiency by plasma waves where such improvement is in the form of lower 

hybrid waves and the ion cyclotron range of frequency. For the lower hybrid current drive 

(LHCD) Moreau and N'guyen 1 ' proposed a new grill coupler with a simple structure, i.e. the 

multijunction grill. This coupler has great advantage to the large tokamak from view point of 

cost efficiency. This new launcher was tested on the experiments of lower hybrid ion heating 

in the Petula-B tokamak \ The experimental results on both the heating efficiency and power 

reflection coefficient are similar to that of a conventional grill. Following experiments3' on the 

same machine, by using a multijunction-modulus grill, showed the very low power-reflection 

coefficient less than 3%; this is known as a self-adaptation property. Recently, high power cur

rent drive experiments on JT-60 have been performed by exchanging a conventional grill 

launcher for a multijunction-modulus grill and encouraging results have been obtained '. 

The original theoretical investigation1' on the multijunction griii was presented by 

Moreau and N'guyen with the scattering matrix at the junction plane and the reflection coeffi

cient at the grill mouth. They assumed the reflection at the grill mouth is approximately repre

sented by a coefficient with not a matrix but a complex constant, because the number of 

secondary waveguides is large enough. According to their theory, Litaudon and Moreau ' in

vestigated numerically coupling properties of a multijunclion-modulus grill for the LHCD ex

periments on JET. 

Preinhaelter ' also studied this subject by other analytical method, not using a scattering 

matrix, and determined all forward and reflected waves both in the primary and secondary 

waveguides by the continuity conditions of the electric and magnetic fields at the junction plane 

and the grill mouth. 

Far a design of the multijunction grill with small number of secondary waveguides such 

as in small tokamaks, il is necessary to calculate all the scattering coefficients including the grill 
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mouth, when one modifies Moreau and N'guyen's method. In this paper, we formulate a simple 

coupling theory of the multijunction grill for any number of secondary waveguides and compare 

numerical calculation with experimental results for a four-junction grill designed for the JIPP-

TI1-U tokamak. 

In §2, we describe a method to analyze coupling properties of the multijunction grill on the 

basis of scattering matrices both at the junction and the mouth, and of a phase shift matrix which 

indicates each phase change during a reflection between the grill mouth and the junction. In 

§3, we present results of numerical calculation with respect to the scattering matrix at the mouth 

facing the plasma with a step and ramp density profile, and to forward and reflected electric 

fields, loci of these fields in the complex-coordinates, power spectrum and directivity. In §4, 

details of experimental results accompanying the theoretical comparison are described about the 

scattering coefficients at the mouth and the dependence of coupling characteristics on the length 

between the junction and the mouth. A summary is presented in §5. 

§2. Method of coupling analysis 

2.1 Global coupling characteristic of multijunction grill 

A multijunction grill is schematically shown in Fig.l, which is obtained by dividing the 

main waveguide into a given number of secondary waveguides by inserting metallic walls per

pendicularly to the electric field. The phasing between adjacent secondary waveguides is usu

ally made by inserting step phase-transformers in the secondary waveguides. By increasing the 

waveguide height of the transformer, the phase of a wave passed through the transformer chang

es owing to a increase of the wavelength in that part. In our experiments described in §4, the 

phasing is easily obtained by directly changing the length of each secondary waveguide because 

each secondary waveguide has a window. In the analytic treatment, the evanescent modes at 

both ends of the secondary waveguides are ignored. Here, we have studied the coupling prop

erties by calculating the scattering coefficients of waves at the mouth, referring the previous 

analysis . 

Let denote a scattering matrix at the junction plane by .S\ of which components is given 
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in §2.2, incident waves propagating forward to the junction by A^k\ and scattering waves reflect

ing from the junction by B ^ ' at Jfc-th multiple reflection. The matrices A ^ and B ^ are related 

by a linear transformation8', when the number of the secondary waveguides is n; 

Bv 

Ann Sn On A0 

In A<*> 

nn_ <> 

( I ) 

where the subscript 0 of s" 1 ' and A ( k ' indicates the primary waveguide and the subscript p 

(=l,..n) refers to thep-th secondary waveguide, as shown in Fig.I. The element Spq shows a 

contribution to the p-th waveguide by an incident wave upon the q-lt\ waveguide through scat

tering process. 

In the case of t=l , only an incident wave upon the primary waveguide is nonzero, that is. 

' * 0 , A = 0. The above equation is simply written as 

B 0 S 00 

fl{" 
= 

5 10 

„(1 ) 
_5»Q 

Since the impedance between a power source and the primary waveguide is assumed to be 

matched, no scattering wave back to the power source reflects again forward to the junction 

plane. After the second reflection, incident waves upon the primary waveguide are all zero, 

A 0 " = 0 ( * > 2 ) . 

For k > 2, the linear transformation expressed by Eq.( 1) is reduced to 
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contribution to the p-th waveguide by an incident wave upon the q-th waveguide through scat-

tenng process. 

In the case of k= 1， only an incident wave upon the primary waveguide is nonzero， that is， 

(1)~" .(1) _ _ A (1) Ao.' ..0， A i.' = ..目 =A~'J=O 目 The above equation is simply written田

( 2) 

Since the impedance between a power source and the primary waveguide is assumed to be 

matched， no scattering wave back to the power回 urcereUects again fo即 ardto the junction 
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Ao"' = 0 (k註2). 

For k~2. thel鵬首transformalionexpressed by Eq.(I)日陀duced10 
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On the other hand, a similar relation is obtained at the grill mouth facing a plasma. We 

denote a scattering matrix at the grill mouth by T, incident waves propagating forward to the 

mouth by a'*', and scattering waves reflecting from the mouth by ft'*' at 4-th multiple reflection. 

The matrices a'*' and ft'' are related by 

(4) 

where the subscript 0 denotes a plasma. We assume that no wave reflects from the plasma core 

toward the mouth, OQ = 0. As we are interested in coupling characteristics of the multijunc-

tion grill, we deal with only components concerning secondary waveguides. Consequently, 

Eq.(4) reduces to 

o" r o o ^oi • 7-02 4" 
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When a wave propagates between the junction and the mouth, its phase increases. The incident 

waves a into the mouth and A into the junction are expressed by 
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On the other hand， a similar陪 lationis oblained at Ihe grill mouth facing a plasma. We 

denOle a scaltering matrix at Ihe grill moulh by T， incidenl waves propagaling forward 10出e
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A = $>bW , (6-2) 

where & is a diagonal matrix defining the phase shift. The phase shift in the p-th secondary 

waveguide is given by 

% , = exp {j [kgL+ (p - 1) A0] } , (7) 

where L is a length of the secondary waveguide, kg is a wavenumber and A(b is the phasing be

tween adjacent waveguides. Substituting S and A into Eqs.(5) and (3), respectively, one has 

« w - f * A ( " . (s-., 

»w = stew, 

where B^ - S QAQ J (p > 0) is given by Eq.(2). All the components can be iteratively cal

culated by the equations. 

The global reflection coefficient in the primary waveguide is calculated by the ratio of to

tal reflecting wave to the incident one, 

Itf' 
r - t = 1 

' t > - . ( l ) ( 9 - 1 ) 
0 

Similarly, the reflection coefficient in the /Mh secondary waveguide at the mouth is obtained by 

(P = \.-n) 

k= 1 
5>, ( 9 -» 

It is worth while to indicate that the summation means vector addition. 

2.2 Scattering coefficients 

At first, we refer lo scattering matrix S at the E-pIane junction, whose general expressions 
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culated by Ihe equations 

The global reseclion coefficient in Ihe primary waveguide阻 calculatedby the ralio of 10-

tal回目白lingwave 10 the incident one， 

LBd的。
T"'" _ k= 1 
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Similarly， lhe reOection coe筒cientin the p-th secondary waveguide at the mouth is oblained by 
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have been given by Moreau and N'guyen1'. When we consider only the dominant mode both 

in the primary and secondary waveguides, theoretical scattering coefficients are simply ex

pressed as 

_2jx 
x + n for p * 0 (lo-i) 

2 
1 :— for p = q X + tl 

(10-2) 

for p * q 2_ 
x + n 

where x=W/w is a ratio of the primary waveguide width W to the secondary one w and n is the 

number of secondary waveguides. It is noted that the scattering coefficients satisfy the conser

vation of energy, ^ | S | 2 = 1. 

Second, we calculate scattering matrix 7" at the mouth by a simplified conventional gil! the

ory ' where higher modes are ignored. The grill is assumed to be infinitely high and the grill 

edge to be connected with the conducting infinite wall. The density profile in front of the mouth 

is modelled by the step(n„slj) plus ramp( V n ,) '. When an incident wave is injected only 

to the m-th waveguide, a scattered electric field £ „ normalized with the incident field Ejm at the 

^-th waveguide is given by 
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where T„m indicates a scattering coefficient which connects the </-th waveguide to the ;n-th one, 

Wp is a p-th waveguide width and Ujm is written by 
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whe四日間indicatesa scatteri昭 coef6cientwhich con即 ctsIhe q-th wavegu耐 tothe m-th one， 

り isa p-th waveguide widlh and Ul'm日writtenby 



u"^7oiy,"^in^)sin(^)e < • ( , 2 ) 

where yrj is the admittance in a vacuum, yp! is the surface admittance of a plasma, Nz is the re

fractive index along the magnetic field, £ p and C,m are posi'ions of the p-th and m-th waveguides, 

normalized to the inverse free-space wavenumber, respectively. We can write ypi as, for 

y„, ^ i ^ k 5 1 - <'3-i-D 
(Vn 

.^v »....., v M 

andfor|Ag>l, 

(13-2-1) 

T, = _ ( / V ? _ I ) "3^J 2 / 3 ^_ 1 ) 
where n r is the critical density of the electron plasma wave with the frequency of the injected 

RF, nWgj and V n . are the electron density and its density gradient just in front of the mouth. 

Here, At, B{, A't and B't are Airy functions and their first derivatives, respectively. It is worth 

while to note that when we numerically integrate Eq.(12) over Nz, we can introduce a new vari

able of the integration u in order to avoid the singularity at Nz=\: for \N,\ < \,Nz=\-u , for 

|/V;| > l,/V z=I+u 3. 

§3. Numerical Calculation 

3.1 Scattering coefficients at the grill mouth 

In order to examine antenna-plasma coupling properties, numerical calculations of for

ward and reflected electric fields both in the primary waveguide and the secondary ones are car

ried out for a multijunction grill designed for LHCD experiments in the JIPP T-IIU tokamak '. 

1 r 2 N凡 N7wm • __ jNz(~p -Cm) 

Upm 五
JY，旬 zsin(す工)sin (す工!)e - ，. ". d叫 ( 12) 

ー

where YO is the admittance in a vacuum， Ypl is the surface admittance of a p1asma， Nz is the町-

fractive index along the magnetic fie1d， cl' and Cm are pos;tions of the p-th and m-th waveguides. 

normalized to the inve四efree-space wavenumber， respectively. We can write Ypl 国.for 

lぺ1<1，

Ynl = -jyo 也生(VnW8d ilβ 
pt(l-Nj)23Aa{η) l----;c-) ( 13-1-1) 

= (l-N;) 
113 

(平f3(子 1) 
( 13-1-2) 

and for IN，I > 1， 

-jyo A'，(司HjB・，(η)(Vnω 。di 113 
Yμ=

可コ戸 A，(η)+jB，(ηflコプ(13-2-1) 

弓 1日 (Vnwpd y113 (n.，.d . i 
η=ー(N;-I)"'"/一τ2“ 1 1-τ:主~ - J 1 ( 13-3-1) 
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where nc is出ecritical density of the electron plasma wavc with the frequency of the injected 

RF， nwgd and V nwgd are the electron density and its density gradient just in front ofthe mouth 

Here. A" B" A'， and B・， are Airy functions and their first derivatives，回spectively. It is wonh 

while to note Ihal when we numerically inlegrate Eq.(I2) over Nz' we can introduce a new vari 

able of the integralion u in order 10 avoid the剖ngularityatNz=l: for IN，IくしNz=l-u
3，伽

IN，I > 1， Nz=l+u
3_ 

S3. Numerical Calculation 

3.1 Scattering coefficients at the gri/l mouth 

In ordert旬。 exa町叩n

wa町rd叩 d問 t日le配ct，胞:edele即ct加nc日e¥d也sb加ot山hin thep戸阿r討ima町rywa'町Ive句gu刷id仇eand the secondary 0叩ne田s町'eca町r-『

riedout r.おf)ra mu叫Ilijunctiongrill de田si抱gn旧3日edfi向orLHCDe悶xperimenlsin the JIPP下l/UIOkamak 7). 
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The grill has four secondary waveguides with the equal widths, whose mouth is the same as 

the conventional grill used for the previous experiments . The width w of the secondary 

waveguide is 3..'ion and the thickness d of the septum is 0.5cm; the width W of the primary 

waveguide is 15.5cm. The RF frequency of the oscillator is &00MHz whose critical density nc 

is 7.9x10W3. 

Both phase and amplitude of scattering coefficients of the first and second row matrix el

ements, Tpi and T„2, are plotted as functions of nw y« t . in Figs.2(a), (b), (c) and (d), respec

tively, where Vn .=lxlo"c»f 4 . Since the mouth is geometrically symmetry, there are 

relations of Tn=TA2. T2i=Ti2, Tn=T22. Tn=T]2, Tu=T4l, Tn^T^, TM=T2] and r 4 4 = r 1 1 . 

Matrix components of r p 1 and r p 4 are obtained by T p | and Tp2. 

It is found that both amplitude and phase of self-scattered component 7"[ | (7*22)ls sensitive 

to the variation of the density in front of the grill. The optimum density, where j7j, | ( l ^ l ) ' s 

minimum and the phase changes considerably, is approximately expressed ' by nwf;ii ~ " CM.. 

As for mutual components Tp] (Tp2 ) scattered from the launching waveguide, the amplitudes 

as shown in Fig.2(b) (Fig. 2(d)) become gradually smaller as being apart from the launching 

waveguide; | r , , | > \TM\ > | r 4 l | (\T l 2\ = \Ti2\ >\T42\). The phase ZT2I ( ZT42) adjacent to 

the launching waveguide is nearly out of phase. Absolute values of the phase decrease as being 

apart from the source; Z7\ , | > ;Zr , , | > | Z r 4 | | ( | ^7 , 2 | = | Z r 1 2 | > |ZT 4 2 | ) . 

It may be worth while to indicate that there is a slight difference between the coefficients 

Ti2(7"42) ^ d ^2t(7*3i). which results from the boundary configuration of the grill. 

3.2 Coupling characteristics 

The amplitude and the phase of forward and reflected waves at the mouth in the No.2 sec

ondary waveguide are plotted as functions of nws/nc in Figs.3(a), (b), (c) and (d), respectively. 

Those of the reflected wave at the junction plane in the primary waveguide are plotted in 

Figs.3(e) and 4(f). Here A<()=90°, V n d =1x10' 'cm - 4, and thin solid curves show results for 

i^L=30° and broken curves for kgL= 150°. The parameter kgL is the length of the secondary 

waveguide normalized to the inverse wavenumber in the waveguide. The subscript 0 of £ in

dicates the primary waveguide and 2 does the No.2 secondary waveguide. The subscript 1 and 

— 9 — 

The griIl hns four secondary waveguides with the equaI widths. whcsc mouth is the same as 

the conventionaI grill used for the p目別ousexperiments 7)ー The width W of the secondary 

waveguide is 3.5('m and thc thickncss d ofthe septum is 0.5cm司 thewidth W of the prim訂γ

wavcg山 deis 15.5cm. The RF frcqucncy ofthe oscillator is 8∞MHz whose critica1 density nc 

9__-3 
is 7.9x10>cm 

Both phase and amp1irude of scallering c田 fncienrsof the日rstand second row matrix el-
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出 shownin Fig.2(b) (Fig. 2(d)) bccome gradually smaller as being 印刷 fromthe launching 

wavcguidc; I九1>IT3d叶九rI(ITd = ITd >1九21). The phase L日(LT42) adjacent to 

thc 1aunching waveguidc is ncar1y out of phnse. Absolute values ofthe phase decrease as being 

apnrt from the叩 urce;どTlIl>!ぷT，d> ILT411 <[LTd = IどTnl> ILT421). 

1t may bc worth whi1e to indicatc thatlhcre is a slight difference between the coefficients 

T12(T42) and T21(乃1)'which resulIs from the boundary configuration of the grill. 

3.2 Coupling characteristics 

The amplitudc and the phase of forward and問 flcctedwnves at the mouth in the NO.2 sec-

ond担ywaveguidc are plottcd as functions of nwgdllc in Figs.3(a)， (b). (c) and (d).問 spective1y

Those of the reflected wave at Ihe junction p1ane in the primary waveguide are p10tted in 

Figs.3(e) and 4(η. Hcre d申=900，'v Ilwgd =lxlO
t1cm-4. and Ihin solid curves show resuJrs for 

kgl-=300 and b叫 encurves for kgl-=1500
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waveguide normalized to thc inversc wavenumber in the waveguide. The subscript 0 of E in-

dicates the primary waveguide and 2 does the No目2se~何イary waveguide. The subscript i and 
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r indicate the forward and reflected wave, respectively. 

The forward electric field at the primary waveguide is 2Z0° and corresponding forward 

waves for the equivalent conventional four-waveguide grill are 1 Z0°, 1 Z90°, 1Z180° and 1Z 

270°. Thick solid curves shown in Fig.3(d) and (0 indicate amplitude of reflected waves for 

the equivalent conventional grill, where the amplitude to be compared with l/T Î is calculated 

from the square root of the total reflected power in the conventional grill. 

In Fig.3(Q, IErol in the primary waveguide has a minimum value for kgk=3Q° near nW{jJ 

n c=20 where ZEjfl changes remarkably as shown in Fig.3(e). On the contrary, in Fig.(d), a min

imum l£ r 2l in the No.2 secondary waveguide is obtained for A„Z-= 150° ncur nwy(/nc=5 where Z 

£ r2 undergoes a considerable phase change as shown in Fig.3(c). These results indicate that the 

coupling property of the multijunction grill strongly depends on k^L and that (he length of the 

secondary waveguide is one of important parameters for grill design. 

In Fig.3(b), IZî l for both kgL=30° and 150° are larger than unity for almost whole range 

o(nwgJnc. This behavior is quite distinct from the equivalent conventional grill. In Fig.3(a), 

ZETl has a value of -250° - -215° for kgL=30o and -125° - -140° for kgL= 150°, which is con

siderably different from that imposed by phasing, -270° (=360°-A(])): phasing is scrambling by 

multiple reflection between the mouth and the junction. 

The thick solid curve in Fig.3(0 indicates that the reflected field corresponding to the 

equivalent conventional grill has a large value compared with those of the multijunction grill. 

The feature known as a self adaptation property" is found in Fig.3(b), (d) and (0-

In order to understand coupling characteristics of the multifunction grill clearly from the 

viewpoint of multiple reflection, we plot the loci both of the forward and re.l. -ted fields at the 

mouth in each secondary waveguide in the complex co-ordinates. Forward and reflected fields 

are plotted in Fig.4(a) and (b), where the number written in a square box indicates the secondary 

waveguide number, kgL=90°, A<J>=90°, nWf((/nt.-31.6 and V/i , =1x10^ Vwf*. Vectors 

marked with 1st, 2nd and 3rd show the first, second and third fonvard (reflected) components 

for (from) the mouth. The forward electric field al ihe primary waveguide is 2Z0° and corre

sponding forward waves furl he equivalent conventional four-waveguide grill are 1Z0'\ IZ'JIF. 

r indicatc the forward and rcflcctcd wave， rcspcctively 

The forward e1ectric日eldat the primary waveguide is 2LOo and corresponding forward 

waves for the equivalent convcntional four-waveguide grill arc 1ζ00
，IL9伊， IL1800

叩 d1ど

2700
• Thick solid curves shown in Fig.3(d) and (ηindicate amplitudc of rcflcctcd wavcs for 

the equivalent conventional grill， where the副nplitudeto bc compared with IErl)1 is calculated 

合omthe squar宮 rootof the total reflected powcr in the conventional grill 

In Fig.3(η， 1Erol in the primary waveguide has a minimum ，，，Iue for kgl-=300 near IIwd/ 

"c=20 where LErl) changes remarkably田 shownin Fig.3(e). On the con甘ary，in Fig.(d)， a min-

imum IEr21 in the No.2 secondary wavcr，uide is obtained for kgL= 1 500 ncar川町4片1，，=5whcrcζ 

Er2 underg田 sa considcrable ph国 echange as shown in Fig.3(c). Thcsc rcsults indicatc that the 

coupling prope目yof Ihc multijunclion grill strongly dcpcnds on k/_ and Ih31 Ihc knglh of Ihc 

secondary waveguide is one of importanl paramclcrs for grill dc日制。

In Fig.3(b)， 1Ei21 forboth ki-=300 and 1500 are largcr Ihan unity for almost wholc rangc 

of nwgjnc. This behavior is quite distinct from the equivalenl convcntional grill. In Fig.3(a)唱

LEr2 has a value of -2500 
- _2150 for kgL=300 and田 125ヘ 1400 for勺L=150"，wh凶 iscon 

siderably different from that imposed by phasing，・2700(=3600
-.d.中):phasing is scrambling hy 

multiple四 flectionbetween the mouth and the junction 

The thick solid curve in Fig.3(1) indicatcs Ihat the rcsectcd日eldcorrcsponding to the 

eouivalcnt conventional grill has a largc valuc compared with Ihosc of Ihc multijunclion grill 

The fcature known as a sclf adaptation propcrtyll is found in Fig.3(b)， (d) and (1) 

In ordcr 10 undcrstand coupling chamctc口slrc点。rthc Illullijur.ction grill c1early frorn thc 

vicw point of Illultiple re日ection，wc plot thc loci bolh of thc fo円、'ardand rcよ _Icdficlds at Ihc 

mouth in cach sccondary wavcguidc in thc complcx印ーordinalcs. Forward and rcflCClcd ficlds 

are plotted in Fig.4(a) and (b) 司 wh恥1<刊cn陀.cl巾hcnt川u山Jl川mb官crwnt叫ttc口叩J汀川n】1叩nas刈qll'即l官rじbox in凶di町ca川le目s1山hc討叫じCωtο予刊川nd山山la‘aη， 
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m】la汀rkcd、wilh1只叫t.2m叫dandヌrdsho、，¥， thc rirsl，おじビol1dand Ihird 1'1川、V江口1(rellじじtcd)COl11pOlll'llts 

(llr ((rnm) lhc Ill11Ulh. Tile Illf¥¥"art!じfCL'trIcfidd 川 Ih~ pnm川 y¥¥旧時山【kis 2ど(t'and C('fIじ

司、ondingro円、川J鳩山じお 1.川 IhL'eqlli、‘Ik・nlc川l¥"L'・11[1011日1fnur-¥¥川じ日uid仁 gnllar~ 1ι0ヘ1LIJ()" 



1Z180° and IZ270°. Here, it is worth while to note in Fig.4(b) that each 1st vector corre

sponds to a reflected electric field of each waveguide in the conventional grill. 

In Fig.4(a), each tip of 1st forward vector is located closely on the unity circle and the an

gles are separated by 90°. The amplitude and phase of each 1st vector of the secondary 

waveguide , scattered from the primary waveguide at the junction, are calculated at 0.95 and 

0° from Eq.(lO-l). Its phase in thep-th waveguide at the mouth is done at 90°p from Eq.(7) for 

k„L=90° and A<|>=90°. It should be noted that the phasing of the 2nd vector or 3rd vector no 

longer satisfy A<|>=9u"\ since forward vectors into the mouth are reflected according to complex 

scattering coefficients with different values. Therefore, the power spectrum which may not 

contribute a current drive is excited by these components. 

It is seen explicitly in Fig.4(a) and (b) that variations of the forward and reflected fields in 

the secondary waveguide are caused by multiple reflection. The waves are considerably dimin

ished by launching the power to plasma and disappear after 3rd or 4th reflection at the mouth. 

When the plasma load is not so matching with the antenna, however, enhanced reflections oc

cur. 

Let consider the effect of the length of the secondary waveguide, kgL, on the loci of the 

multi-reflected waves. Loci of forward fields in the No.2 secondary waveguide at the mouth 

and of reflected fields in the primary waveguide at the junction plane are shown for various kJL 

inFig.5(a) and(b), respectively, where A(|>=90°, n„,sync=31.6 and V n , ^ =Ixl0 1 1 cm" 4 . In 

Fig.5(a), a vector of the 1 st forward component rotates proportionally to the amount of the angle 

k„L, but those beyond 2nd components do not behave as the 1 st component; each vector rotates 

by a various angle on the tip of each mother vector. Therefore, it is found that the discrepancy 

among rotation angles of higher reflected vectors causes the field variation in the waveguide 

with respect to k,L. An enhanced or suppressed field in comparison with the field in conven

tional grill is excited in the secondary waveguides according to k„L. If we consider precisely 

the phase change of a reflected wave through a trip as to k„L, we get that the angle of 2nd vector 
* t - l 

changes to the amount o(k„L+2kgL and &-th one does to it L + ^ link L. The result shown 
m= 1 

in Fig.5(b), which presents the behavior of the reflected wave for the primary waveguide at the 

junction plane as to k„L, can be also understood by the above-mentioned interpretation. But the 
11 
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• Here， it is worth while to note in Fig.4(b) that each 1st vector corre-

sponds to a refl配 tedelectric field of each waveguide in the conventional grill 

In Fig.4(a)， each tip of 1 st forward vector is located closely on the unity circle皿 d曲e岨 e

gles are separated by 900
• The amplitude and phase of each 1 st vector of the secondary 

waveguide ，scalte問 dfrom the primary waveguide at the junction， are calculated at 0.95四 d

。Ofrom向(10-1). 1也ph田ein the p-th waveguide at the mouth is done at 900p from Eq.(7) for 

匂L=90。印d6中=900• It should be noted that the phasing of the 2nd vector or 3rd vector no 

longer satisfy 6中=900，since forward vectors into the mouth蹴 reflectedac叩 rdingto complex 

scattering coefficients with di汀erentvalues. Therefore， the power spectrum which may not 

contribute a current drive日 excitedby these components 

It is 5een explicitly in Fig.4(a)加 d(b) that variation5 ofthe forward and reflected field5 in 

the 5econdary waveguide are caused by multiple reflection. The waves are considerably dimin-

ished by launching the power to plasma and disappear after 3rd or 4th田f1eclionat the mouth 

When the plasma load is not 50 matching with the antenna， however， enhanced reflections oc-

cur. 

Let consider the e仔ectofthe length of the 5econd町 waveguide，kgL， on the loci of the 

mu1ti-reflected waves. Loci of forward fields in the NO.2 se∞ndary waveguide at the mouth 

and of reflected fields in the prim町 waveguideat the junction plane are shown for various kgL 

in Fig.5(a)皿 d(b)， respectively， where 6中=900，nwg.lnc=31.6 and V "wgd =lxlOllcm-4 In 

Fig.5(a)， a vector ofthe 1 st forward component rotates proportionally to the amount of the angle 

kgL， but those beyond 2nd components do not behave as the 1 st component; each vector rotates 

by a various angle on the tip of each mother vector. Therefore， it is found that the discrepancy 

among rotation加 glesof higher reflected vectors causes the field variation in the waveguide 
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in Fig.5(b)， which prescnts thc behavior ofthe reflected wave for the primary waveguide at the 

junction plane as to kgL， can be also understood by the above-mentioned interprctation. BUllhe 
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starting point of the vectors is different from that in Fig.5(a), which is marked by a open circle. 

As Eq.( 10-1) indicates, it comes from that an incident wave departing from a wave source is 

reflected by the septum of the junction. It should be mind that the reflection coefficient in the 

primary waveguide varies depending strongly on kgL. 

Fig.6(a) illustrates schematically how a multijunction-grill field £ changes with kgL, 

where we assume E is roughly expressed by vector addition of only 1st and 2nd components, 

ES * and £* ' for simplicity. When the vaiue ofkgL changes by kgAL, the phase of £> ' changes 

by the same amount of angle, but that of £*2' with a initial phase d does by 3 kgAL. For in

stance, if E " ' is rotated clockwise by 90°, E® by 270°. Therefore, the amplitude of E is mod

ulated nearly sinusoidally by the change of KgL, as shown in Fig.6(c), whose curve is dependent 

on A Furthermore, it is found in Fig.6(b) that if the amplitudes beyond 2nd components are 

not so small compared with that of the 1 st one, the phase o f f does not change proportionally 

to the variation of kgL and its curve is dependent on S. 

The items of criteria of optimization for launcher design are the directivity of the antenna 

and the global power reflection coefficient in the primary waveguide. The maximum electric 

field generated in the secondary waveguides is also important for power transmission without a 

breakdown. Reflection coefficient in the primary waveguide and the directivity of the power 

spectrum radiated from the mouth are plotted as functions of phasing between adjacent second

ary waveguide for various kgL in Fig.7(a) and 7(b), respectively, where a bold solid curve is cal

culated from the equivalent conventional grill, nwgl/nc=l0 and V n . =1x10 erai . Here, 

directivity of launching wave is estimated by j p (/vp dNj j P <AO <IN! ; strictly speaking, the lower 

limit of the integration should be determined from the accessibility condition. Fig.7(a) pre

sents that the amplitude of the reflection coefficient in the primary waveguide is always small 

for any pair oi. i and Afy in comparison with the one in the conventional grill, which indicates 

the self-matching property of the multijunction grill. In the same figure, ir nl oscillates at a fair

ly regular interval with respect to AQ>, For instance, ir 0l becomes very small for A<|>=450 and 

135° in jfc„i==0. This result can be explained as follows. As described in the numerical results 

(Fig.5(b)), a field reflected for the primary waveguide is roughly determined by the 1st and 2nd 

forward waves onto the junction plane. So, we consider only these components, i.e. A and 

— 1 2 -

starting point of the vectors is di fferent Irom that in Fig.5(a)， which is marked by a open circle 
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A shown in Fig.l. We assume that the scattering at the grill mouth is simply expressed by 

a reflecting coefficient in order to understand the result qualitatively. Then, at Ad)=45° and 

135°, components of the 1st vector, A (j>~],..4\ have a same amplitude and 90° phase dif

ference between adjacent components. The values of A (p=l,.A) have a same amplitude 

and 180° phase difference between adjacent components. It is found from Eq.(lO-l) for 5 0 p 

that the total scattering wave into the primary waveguide is zero for both A' and A . 

Therefore, we get a very small reflection coefficient at AiJ)=45° and 135° for £„L=0. 

Fig.7(b) indicates that the directivity of the launched power spectrum is not always im

proved as compared with the one of the conventional grill, though the power launched into a 

plasma increases by virtue of the reduction of the reflection coefficient in the primary 

waveguide. The directivity becomes 0.5 for A(J>=0° or 180° because of power-spectrum sym

metry for /v1.. The directivity changes remarkably with kgL at a relatively small A<}>, where pow

er spectrum variations are examined as shown in Fig.8. 

Power spectra of waves radiated from the multijunction grill into the plasma are shown 

for A4>=30° in Fig.8, where a solid curve is the calculation for the conventional grill and other 

parameters are the same with ones in Fig.7(a) and (b). The integral value ofP(Nz) over whole 

M. becomes always large as compared with that of conventional grill owing to the increase of 

the launched power for any k^L and A<$>, as indicated in Fig.7(a). It is seen that as kpL increases, 

P(NZ) extends to a large positive Nz region, then P(NZ) has parasitic peaks both in wide positive 

and negative N. regions. These variation in P(NZ) leads to the change in directivity, as shown 

in Fig.7(b). The reason why P(NZ) extends to large Nz region and has parasitic peaks as the in

crease in kgL is that the phasing among multi-reflected components at the mouth increases. 

§4. Experiments 

4.1 Method and device 

The experiments are carried out in the J1PPT-IIU tokamak by injecting the low power (< 

1W) RF of SOOMHz via the multijunction grill. Any phasing between adjacent secondary 

waveguides is adjusted by directly changing the length of each secondary waveguide, which is 
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(2) 
A~.' shown in Fig.1. We assumc that the scattcring at the griU mouth is simply exp問 ssedby 

a陀 flcctingcocfi日cientin order to underちtandthe result qualitativcly. Then， at d.中=450and 

1350， components of the 1 st vector， A ~ 1) (p肘=斗lし，..4め)， h抽a叫 a 叩 ea 町m町町岬1可中刷pμ》首li附 and 900 pha白sedげ

(2) 
ference betwe氾nadjacent components. The values of A;" (P=Iぃ 4)have a same amplitude 

and 1800 phJse diffcrence bctween 叫acent components. It iおsfound from E向q.(α¥0仏似-1η)目h伽b耐，rSop 

tl刷 heω附凶山1s叫 e町叩n即叫11

τTh百B町e町r陀'ef.おo町， wegeta四 rysmall rellection coefficient at幼 =450 and ¥350 for kgL=O 

Fig.7(b) indicates that the directivity ofthe launched power spec町umis not a1ways im-

proved as compared with the one of thc conventional grill， though the power launchp:l into a 

plasma increases by vil1ue ofthe reduction ofthe resection c田 fficientin the primary 

waveguide. The directivity becomes 0.5 for d.中=00or 1800 because of poweNpect四 msym-

metηfor N，. The directivity changes rcmarkably with kgL at a relatively smaU d.恥whe田 pow司

cr spectrum vanations arc cxamincd田 shownin Fig.8. 

Powcr spcctra of wavcs radiatcd from thc muJtijunction grill into the plasma a問 shown

for d.中=300in Fig.8， whcrc a solid curvc is thc calculation for thc conventional griU and other 

paramctc四 arcthe .ame with ones in Fig.7(a) and (b). The integral value of P(N，I over whole 

N之becomcsalways largc as compared with that of conventional grill owing to the increase of 

the launched powcr for any kKL and d.中，asindicated in Fig.7(a). It is seen that as kgL increases， 

P(N，I extends to a large po只ilIveN， rcgion. then P(N，I has parasitic peaks both in wide positive 

and negative Nz regions. Thcse vanation in P(N，I leads to the change in directivity，部 shown

in Fig.7(b). The 町 田onwhyP{叫)extends 10 Jarge Nz region and has parasi!ic peaks as !he in-

C町asein kgL is that the phasing among multi-問自民!edcomponen!5 at the 町田u!hinc目白e5.

~4. Experiments 

4. 1 Method and device 

The experiments are carried out in tl首 JIPPT-lIUtokamak by injec!ing the )ow power (< 

I w) RF of 800MHz via the multijunction grill. Any phasing be!w田 nadjacent sccondary 

waveguides is adjusted by directly changing the length of each 5econdary waveguide， which i5 
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thought to be a suitable experimental method to investigate in detail the effect of the phasing 

and length on the coupling property. Two kinds of extra waveguides are inserted into each sec

ondary waveguide by using waveguide-bends; one is for a phasing which is consist of four 

waveguides with different lengths corresponding phasing to be set, and the other is waveguides 

with equal length to examine the coupling effect of kgL. 

To measure amplitude and phase of forward and reflected fields with the frequency of 

800A///Z, four special directional couplers10* are installed on each secondary waveguide. To 

monitor indirectly those in a primary waveguide, (he coaxial directional coupler (HP778D) are 

inserted before the primary waveguide. The every element of scattering matrices both at the 

junction and the mouth are directly estimated by the method of wave packet injection''' which 

was designed for directly determining the scattering coefficients. The wave packet with typi

cally 10/JS duration of ZOOMHz frequency is applied to one ofthe primary or secondary 

waveguides, then the wave packets scattered into every waveguide are detected by the above di

rectional couplers. Since the detection is finished before the reflected wave packet at the end 

ofthe outlet arrives again, this wavepacket-injection technique needs no matched termination at 

any waveguides as conventional methods \ 

4.2 Scattering coefficients 

Table I shows the first and second column elements ofthe scattering matrix at the junction 

plane, which ore measured by the wavepacket method l' ) and calculated by Eqs.( 10-1) and (10-

2), respectively. We find a good agreement between the experimental and theoretical values. 

It is worth while to indicate that since the sign of S0o and ^12(^32- ̂ 42) ^ minus, their scat

tered waves are out of phase to (he incident wave. 

Amplitude and phase ofthe first column elements ofthe matrix f at the mouth facing a 

plasma whose density is an order of magnitude largerthanausual LHCD experiment are shown 

in Fig.9(a) and (h), respectively. Those ofthe secondary column are shown in Fig.9(c)and(d), 

where open circles indicate experimental values, dots are theoretical ones which are connected 

by lines for convenience. Experimental result-; ajjree well with the calculated values estimated 

at «„-(iV/«[.=3l-'i and V n B f | , =5x10* -IxIO 1 'cm . It is exhibited experimentally ihal an arnpli-

thought to be a suitable experimental method to investigate in det剖1the effect of the phasing 

and length on the coupling property. Two kinds of extra waveguides田宮 insertedinto each sec-

ondary waveguide by using waveguide-bends; one is for a phasing which is consist of four 

waveguides with different lengths corresponding phasing to be set. and the other is waveguides 

with equallength to examine thc coupling e仇 ctofらL.

To measure amplitude and phase of forward剖 dreflected fields with the frequency of 

800MHz. four special dir窓口ionalcouplers 10) are installed on each secondary waveguide. To 

monitor indi問 ctlyth田 ein a primary waveguide， the coaxial directional coupler (HP778D)町官

inserted befo陀 theprimary waveguide. The every element of scattering matrices both atthe 

junction and the mouth are direclly eslimaced by the 1官官Ihodof wave packel injeclion J J) which 

wasde引伊edfordi問 ctlydctermining the scattcring cocfficients. The wave packet wilh Iyp卜

cally 10ns duration of 8∞MHz frequency is applied 10 one of Ihe primary or secondary 

waveguides. then the wave packets scatlered into every waveguidc are detected by the above di-

reclional couplers. Since the deleclion is finished before the 回目ectedwave packel atlhe end 

ofthe outlet arrives again. this wavepacket寸njectiontcchnique needs no matched lermination at 

any waveguides as conventional methodsl2). 

4.2 Scattering coefficienls 

Table 1 shows the firsl and second column elements of the scalteri.唱 matnxat Ihe junction 

plane， which are measured by Ihe wavepacket method tl) and calculaled by Eqs.( 10-1) and (10-

2).町 specti四 Iy. We find a good agreement between the expcrimcntal and theoretical values. 

lt is worth while to indicate that since the sign of Soo and SI2(S32・S42)are minus， their scat-

lered waves ar宅 oulof phase 10 Ihe incident wave 

Amplitude and phase of Ihc first column elemcnts of the matrix t althe mouth facing a 

pla.，ma whose density is an order ofmagnitude largerthan a usual LHCD experiment are ，hown 
in Fig.9(a) and (h)， re只pectlV叶y. Thosc ofthe ，econdary column arc sho叫 1in Fig.9(c) and (d)， 
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tude of a scattered wave becomes small as apart from the launching waveguide and the phase is 

almost out of phase. Here, we should be noted that the phase of a self-scattering component 

T\ \(T%d has a opposite sign to S22 at the junction. 

4.3 Coupling characteristics 

The coupling property is examined by launching a long RF pulse (-lusec) into the mult

ifunction, whose results can be regarded as CW; our analytical results expressed by Eq.(9-1) and 

(9-2) is applicable to CW. The experimental and calculated results of reflected amplitude lE^I 

at the junction for the primary waveguide are shown t« functions of kgL in Fig. 10(a) and (d), 

respectively and those of the amplitude of forward waves l£jpl and reflected waves IE_I in the 

secondary waveguide at the mouth of multijunction are shown in Fig. 10(b), (c'* and (e), (0. re

spectively, where A<t»=30° and each amplitude is normalized to (he amplitude of forward wave 

in the primary waveguide \E\Q\. To compare the results from experiments with calculations, the 

value of it„L in experiments is set to zero where the \ET\\ is minimum. Theoretical calculations 

are made under the same conditions as those inFig.9. In Fig.l0(b),(e),(c) and (0. open and sol

id circles, asterisk and triangle correspond to/7=l, 2,3 and 4 of secondary wavegui.le number. 

The experimental results agree well with calculated values. Deviation of observed am

plitudes from the calculated ones is considered to be resulted partly from the small disagreement 

between the observed scattering matrix at the grill mouth and calculated one. It is seen that al

most all the amplitudes vary nearly sinusoidally with k^L, whose mechanism is explained sche

matically in Fig.6(a) and (c). 

Fig.lO(a) and (d) indicate that reflection for the primary waveguide reaches a minimum 

when we choose the optimum length of secondary waveguide. ft should be noted in Fig. 10(b) 

and (c) «ba* the amplitude imbalance of forward waves in the secondary waveguides occurs and 

that in the certain k„L the amplitude has the value higher than 0.5 which is the value in the equiv

alent conventional grill. 

We have measured not only the amplitude but also the phase of each observed wave as 

shown in Fig.l 1. Good agreement between the experiment and the calculation is also obtained. 

It \<. worth while to point out that the ph:i.<e in every waveguide tloa not shift linearly with in-

tude of a scaUe問 dwave becornes srnall as ap副 frornIhe launching waveguide and Ihe ph坦e.s 

a1most out of phase. Here， we should be noted Ihal the pha5e of a self-scattering cornponent 

T11(T22) has a opposite sign to S22 at the junction. 

4.3 Coupling characteristics 

The coupling property is examined by launching a long RF pul5e (ーlμ5ec)into the mul.-

甘unction，whose results can be regarded描 CW;our analytical results expressed by Eq.(9-1) and 

(9-2) is appli四 bleto CW. The experimental ancl ca!Culated re5ults of 町目cCledarnplitude 1E.oI 

at the junction for the primary waveguide are shown ~< f"nctions of kgL in Fig. lO(a) and (d)， 

rcspectively and those of the amplitude of forward waves IEjpl and retlected waves IErpl in the 

secondary waveguide at the moulh of multijunction are shown in Fig.IO(bl， (c、1sd(e)， (0. re-

spectively. whe問 A中=300 and each arnplitude is normu!izcd to the arnplitude of forward wave 

in the primary waveguide IEjOI. To cornpare the results from experiments with calculations. the 

value of kgL in experiments is set to zero where the IEr11 is minimum. Theoretical calculations 

田万 madeunderthe sarne conditions as those in Fig.9. In Fig.IO(b).(e).(c) and (0， open and回ト

id口rcles.asterisk and triangle correspond to p= I. 2. 3 and 4 of secondary wavegui.1e nurnber. 

The experirnentaI問 5uItsagree well with calculated values. Deviation of observed arn-

plitudes from the caIculated one5 is con5idered to be resulted pa目Iyfrorn the small disagreement 

between the ob5erved scattering matrix at the griII rnouth and calculated one. It is seen that aI-

most a11 the amplitudes vary nearly sinuso由.Ilywith kgL， whose mechanism is explai町 d日 he-

m，!ically in Fig.6(，) and (c). 

Fig.lO(a) and (d) indicate !hat retlection for the primary w，veguide reaches a minimum 

when we choose the optimum length of secondary waveguide. lt should be noted in Fig.1 O(b) 

副 111{i:')小~! !he ，mplitude imbalance of forward w，ves in the secondary w品 'eguid目 occursand

that in the cenain kgL the amplitude has the value higher than 0.5 which日 thev.山 e川 hecquiv-

a1CnJ conventional grill 

Wc havc mcasurcd not only thc ，mplituuc but al日 thcpha日 01'l."ach ohser¥'cd ¥¥'ave出

shown in Fig.ll. Good agrecT1lcnt hl."t¥¥ ct.'n Ihc C'xpCriTlll'nl nnd thc calcubtion日 alsoohtaint.'d 

It i...wo目hwhik 10 point nut th川 !hcrh出L~ IIIピ、じry¥¥川じguidt‘dn出 nol，hift lincarly Wilh IJト
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creasing length of secondary waveguide, as one qualitatively understood in Fig.6(a) and (b). 

When the 1 st reflected vector at the mouth has a large amplitude as compared with ones of the 

other multi-reflected vectors, the phase change with respect to kgL becomes almost linear as the 

recent numerical results5'. 

§5. Summary 

We have developed a general analysis of the multijunction grill by using the scattering ma

trices both at the junction and at the grill mouth. The coupling properties estimated numerically 

have been compared in detail with the results obtained experimentally for the four-junction grill 

in the JIPPTII-U tokamak. 

The scattering matrices at the junction and the mouth measured by the wavepacket method 

are in good agreement with the results calculated numerically. By examining numerically the 

loci of multi-reflected waves in the complex co-ordinates, we indicated explicitly that coupling 

variation is caused by the difference in the vector addition of each multi-reflected wave. 

We have investigated the dependence of coupling characteristics on the length between 

the junction plane and the mouth. The results obtained by both numerically and experimentally 

are as follows: 

(a) There exists a optimum length at which the reflection coefficient in the primary 

waveguide is minimum, (b) In stead of the reduced reflection in the primary waveguide, elec

tric field intensities in some secondary waveguides increases fairly as compared with ones in the 

conventional grill, (c) Though a launched power to a plasma increases generally, the power 

spectrum changes from the one in the conventional grill and has clear parasitic peaks at a certain 

condition. The power directivity change drastically for small phasing. 

The above results should be taken into consideration in designing a multijunction grill 

with small number of secondary waveguide. 
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creasing 1ength of secondary waveguide，国 onequa1itative1y understood in Fig.6(a) and (b) 

When the 1 st reOected vector at the mouth has a large町npli!Ude田 compar芭dwith ones of the 

othermulti-町Ilectedvectors， the phase change with町 spectto kgL becomes叫mostli田町田the

問 centnumerical results5l 

55. Summary 

We have developed a general ana1ysis ofthe multijunction grill by using the sca!tering ma-

甘icesboth at the junction and at the grill mouth. The coupling properties eslimated numerically 

haveb田 ncomp田 din detail with the陀sultsobtained experimentaJly for the four-junction grill 

in the J1PPTII-U tokamak. 

The sca!tering m副ricesat the junction and the mouth measured by the wavepacket method 

m芭 ingood a耳目ementwith the問 sultscalculated numerically. By examining numerically the 

Ioci of multi-問Ilectedwaves in the complex co-ordinates， we indicaled explicitly Ihat coupling 

variation is caused by the ditJerence in the vector add山onof each multi-reflected wave 

We have investigated the dependence of coupling characteristics on the 1ength between 

the junction p1ane and the mouth. The resu1t， obtained by both numeric叫1y副 dexperimentally 

副官邸 fol1ows:

(a) There exists a optimum 1ength at which the reflection coefficient in the primary 

waveguide is minimum. (b) In stead of the reduced re日cctionin the primary waveguide. clcc-

tロcne1d inlensities in some secondary waveguides increascs fair1y田 comparedwith ones in the 

convenlional gril1. (c) Though a launched power 10 a plasma increases general1y， the power 

spectrum changes from the one in Ihe convenlional gril1 and has c1ear parasitic peaks at a certain 

conditionτne power direclivity change drasticaJly for smal1 phasing. 

The above悶 sultsshould be laken into consideration in designing a multijunction gril1 

with smaJI number of 5ec沼ndarywave思Jide.
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Table I Elements of scattering matrix S at junction plane, where CAL denotes 

theoretically calculated results from Eqs.(10-1, -2) and EXP does experimentally 

measured ones. 

soo Spo sm S l i = S 3 2 = S 4 2 522 

CAL -0.039 0.499 0.499 -0.239 0.76 

EXP -0.05-0.1 0.5-0.55 0.55 -0.27-0.33 0.77 

Table I Elements of scanering matrix S at junction plane. where CAL denotes 

theo問 H田Ilycalculated田sults伽 mEqs.(lO-I. -2)四 dEXPd田 sexperimentally 

measured ones 
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Figure Captions 
Fig.l: Conceptual drawing of a multijunction grill. 

Fig.2: The 1 st and 2nd column elements of the scattering matrix f at the grill mouth facing 

the plasma as functions of edge density nwg(j normalized with critical density nc as param

eters of waveguide number p. (a) phases ^Tp2 and (b) amplitudes I7p2l of 2nd column, 

(c) phases Z T p l and (d) amplitudes I7"pll of 1st column. Here, w=3.5cm, d=0.5cm, 

W=\5.5cm,fi=&00MHzand V n , s i = 1 x 10"cm~ 4. 

Fig.3: RF electric fields in primary and No.2 secondary waveguides as functions of normal

ized density nwgl/nc for two secondary waveguide lengths of JLL=30° (solid curve) and 

kgL=l 50° (dashed curve), (a) phases and (b) amplitudes of forward electric fields in No.2 

secondary waveguide, (c) phases and (d) amplitudes of reflected fields in the same sec

ondary waveguide, (e) phases and (f) amplitudes of reflected fields in primary waveguide. 

Here, forward field in the primary waveguide IE;nl is set to 2Z0" and bold solid curves 

indicate the results for the equivalent conventional grill. Here, w=3.5cm, d~0.5cm, 

W=l5.5cm,frSOOMHzmd V nwgd=\ X I 0 n c m " 4 . 

Fig.4: Loci of multiply reflected electric fields of secondary waveguides at the grill mouth in 

the complex co-ordinates: (a) forward fields, (b) reflected fields, where vectors denoted by 

1 st (2nd, 3rd) indicates an incident component arrived at the grill mouth for the first (sec

ond, third) time and waveguide number is written in a square box. Since we define l£"jrjl= 

2Z0°, forward vectors for the equivalent conventional grill takes their positions on a circle 

with a radius of 1 in figure (a). Here, w=3.5cm, d=0.5cm, W=]5.5cm,fi=iOOMHz. 

kgL=90°,A$=90°,nKgdfnc=3l.6an(i Vn , f I , = 1 x I0 1 W . 

Fig.5: Variation of locus of multiply reflected field with the normalized length kgL of second

ary waveguide: (a) forward electric fields of No.2 secondary waveguide at the grill mouth, 

(b) reflected field of primary waveguide at the junction, where w=3.5cra, d=0.5cm, 

W=l5.5cm,fi=S00MHz, A<t=90°, n w yn c =31.6and Vn ,,= 1 x 10"cm~ 4. 

Fig.6: Schematic model to explain how a multijunction-grill field E caused by multiple reflec

tions changes with k.L. (a) variation in locus of E when the value of k„L changes by 
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Figure Captions 

Fig.l: Conceptual drawing of a multijunction grill 

Fig.2: The 1 st and 2nd column elements of the scaltering matrix t at the grill mouth facing 

the plasma副 functionsof edge density nwgd nor町田lizedwith critical density nc出 par，白骨

eters ofwaveguide number p. (a) phas国 LTp2副 (b)arnplitudes ITp21 of2nd column. 

(c) phases LTp1 and (d) arnplitudes ITp11 of 1st column. Here. w=3.5cm. d=0.5cm. 

W=15.5cm.t=800MHz and 'V nwgd= I x 1011cm-4 

Fig.3: RF electric tields in primary and NO.2 secondary waveguides田 functionsof normal. 

ized density nwg，/nc for two secondary waveguide lengths of kgL=30o (solid curve) and 

kgl-=150o (dashed curve). (a) pha.es and (b) arnplitudes of forwa山 lect巾自eldsin NO.2 

secondary waveguide. (c) phases and (d) amplitudes of 陀 flectedfields in the sarne田 c-

ondary waveguide. (e) ph田 esand (のamplitudesof問 Oected自eldsin primary wuveguide 

Her払 forwardfield in the primary waveguide IEjOI is set to 2LOo and bold solid curves 

indicate the results for the equivalenl conventional grill. Here. w=3.5cm. d=0.5cm. 

W=15.5cm.t=800MHzand 'Vnwgd=1 x IOlIcm-4 

Fig.4: Loci of multiply 回目白tedelectric fields of secondary waveguides at the grill mouth in 

the complex co-ordinates: (a) fo刊訂dfields. (b) reflected fields. where vectors denOled by 

I sl (2nd. 3rd) indicates an incident component arrived atthe grill mouth for the firSI (sec-

ond. third) lime and waveguide number is wriUen in a squarc box. Sincc wc define IEjOI= 

2LO.. forward vectors for :he equivalent conventional grill takes their positions on a circle 

with a radius of I in figure (a). Here. I戸 3.5cm.d=0.5cm. W= 15.5cm.JヒS∞MHz.

kgl-=90o
• f!.ド90へnwglnc=31.6胡 dVn吋 d=1 x IOlIcm-

4 

Fig.5: Variation of locus of multiply reflected field with the normalized length kgl-of $~cond

町ywaveguide: (a) forward electric fields ofNo.2 secondary waveguide at the grill moulh. 

(b)町 flected自eldof primary waveguide at the junction. where w=3.5cm. d=0.5cm. 

W=15.5cm.t=8∞MHz.f!.，中=90o.nwglnc=31.6and'Vn .. gd=l x IOlIcm-4 

Fig.6: Schematic modelto explain how a multijunction-grill field E caused by multiple田 flec-

tions changes with kgL. (a) variation in locus of E when the value of kgL changes by 
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kgAL; we assume E is roughly expressed by £^+£* \ where E = \E \Zk&L and 

£ (2) _ \Em\z{-& + lkgAl.). (b) phase ZE and (c) amplitude IEI versus jt̂ AL for 

S=45° (solid curve) and 135° (dashed curve), where l£°>l=l and l£<2)l=0.6. 

Fig.7: (a) Electric field reflection coefficient of primary waveguide as functions of phasing Ac|> 

for various normalized length kgL of secondary waveguide, (b) Directivity of power ra

diated from the grill mouth into plasma as functions of A0 for various kgL, where direc

tivity is calculated by (jPiNz)dN]/\ j PiN^dN^jPiNjdNj, w=3.5cm, d=0.5cm, 

VV=15.5cra,/=80OMHz, n^yn c =10and V n ^ l ' x 10 u cm" 4 . 

Fig.8: Power spectra of waves radiated from the grill mouth into plasma for various values of 

k„Lt where bold solid curves are for the equivalent conventional grill, and w=3.5cm, 

d=0.5cm, W= 15.5cm, f=800Mtfz, A<|>=30°, nwgdlnc=W and Vnwglj=\x 10"cm" 4 . 

Fig.9: Elements of scattering matrix t at the grill mouth, (a) amplitude and (b) phase of first 

column elements, (c) amplitude and (d) phase of second column elements, where open 

circles denote experimental values and dots, connected with lines for convenience, does 

calculated ones under conditions that w=3.5cm, d=0.5cm, H'=15.5cm,^80(W//z, nwglj/ 

nc=31.6and V n K S ( ( = 5 x l 0 9 - 1 x 10 n cm" 4 

Fig.10: Amplitude of electric fields both in primary and second'-ry waveguides versus normal

ized length kgL of secondary waveguide, where all values are normalized to the amplitude 

IEJQI of forward wave in primary waveguide. Here, EXPERIMENT and CALCULA

TION denote experimentally measured results and theoretically calculated ones: (a), (d) 

reflected wave lEjjl in primary waveguide, (b), (e) forward waves IEj„l in secondary 

waveguides, (c), (d) reflected waves !£„,! in secondary waveguides, where dots, open cir

cles, asterisks and triangles indicate the results for 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th secondary 

waveguide, respectively. Here, w=3.5cm, rf=0.5cra, W= 15.5cm,/=800Afffz, At^O", 

"wgdlnc=3\.6and Vnwsd=\ x lO '^m" 4 . 

Fig.ll: Phase of electric fields both in primary and secondary waveguides versus kgL , where 

all phases are plotted as the difference from the phase Z £ i 0 of forward wave in the primary 

waveguide, (a), (d) reflected wave Z£,n in the primary waveguide, (b), (e) forward 

kg'lL; we assume Eis roughly expressed by E!-1)+E}2). where E( 1) = IE( 1)1 Lkg/l.L and 

E(2) = IE(2)IL(也+3kgM.). (b) phase LE and (c) amplilude 1E1 ve目usk#for

。=450(solid curve) and 1350 (dashed curve). where IE!-I)I=I and 1E!-2)1=u.6. 

Fig.7: (a) Electric field reflection coefficient ofprimary waveguide as functions ofphasing /l.中

白rvarious normalized length kgL of secondary waveguide. (b) Directivi[y of power悶 m

d凶 edfrom [he grill mouth into plasma as 加 ctionsof 幼 for various kg必L.wh恥砲町er.毘'edi陀 c--

H州 i恒同ωs日叩叫c伺叫a1c口t蜘 db句y(Iレ川川{川ぺ叫りN，)d戸川川)d川叫d州叫叫N叫z

W=吋15口5cm，f作'=8∞IMH:政'z.nwgjnc=1O叩dV nwgd= l' x 101¥ c';-4 

Fig.8: Power spectra of waves radiated from the grill mouth in[o plasma for various values of 

kgL. where bold solid curves are for the equivalenl conventional grill. and w=3.5cm. 

d=0.5cm. W=15.5cm. f=800MHz. t.中=300• nwgjnc= 10叩 dVnwgd=1 x IO
ll
cm-

4
. 

Fig.9: Elements of scattering matrix I' at the grill mouth. (a) amplitude and (b) phase of自問I

column elements. (c) amplitude and (d) ph田eof second column elemenls. where open 

口rclesdenote experimental values and dots， connected with lines for conveniencc， d田 S

calculated ones under conditions that w=3.5cm. d=0.5cm， W=15.5cm，j云800MHz.nwgl 

"c=31.6 and V n"'8，/=5xI09 -1 x IOl¥cm-
4 

Fig.lO: Amplitude of electric fields both in prim町田dsecon~'，!)' waveguides versus normal-

四 dlength kgL of second町 waveguide.where all values are normalized to the amplitude 

IEjOI of forward wave in primary waveguide. He問.EXPERIMENT and CALCULA 

T10N denote experimentally measured results and theoretically calculated ones目 (a).(d) 

陀日ectedwave 1ErOI in primary waveguide. (b). (e) forward waves IEjpl in田cond町y

waveguides. (c). (d) reflected waves IEI]lI in secondary waveguides， where dots. open cir-

cles. aSlerisks and lriangles indicate the陀 sultsfor 1st， 2nd， 3rd四 d4th secondary 

wavcguide. respectively. Here， w=3.5cm. d=u.5cm， W=15.5cm，f=8∞M段./l.中=300•

nwglnc=31.6 and V nwgd= 1 x 10 1I cm-4 

Fig.ll: Phase of electric fields bOlh in primary and secondary waveguidcs versus kgL • where 

all phases are plotted as the di町 田 町cefrom the phase LEiO offorward wave in the primary 

waveguide. (a). (d) reflected wave Lι官inthe primary waveguide. (b)， (e)白間四世
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waves ZEjp in secondary waveguides, (c), (d) reflected waves / £ „ , in secondary 

waveguides. The parameters are the same as those in Fig. ] 0. 

wav目 LEipin secondary waveguides. (c)， (d)回目ectedwaves LErp in secondary 

waveguides. The parameters ar芭 thesarne as those in Fig.1 0目
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